Abstract. We propose a solution for sensor extrinsic self-calibration with very low time complexity, competitive accuracy and graceful handling of often-avoided corner cases: drift in calibration parameters and unobservable directions in the parameter space. It consists of three main parts: 1) information-theoretic based segment selection for constant-time estimation; 2) observability-aware parameter update through a rank-revealing decomposition of the Fischer information matrix; 3) drift-correcting self-calibration through the time-decay of segments. At the core of our FastCal algorithm is the loosely-coupled formulation for sensor extrinsics calibration and efficient selection of measurements. FastCal runs up to an order of magnitude faster than similar self-calibration algorithms 1 , making FastCal ideal for integration into existing, resource-constrained, robotics systems.
Introduction
Autonomous platforms destined for long-term applications equipped with multiple sensors such as cameras and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) have become increasingly ubiquitous. Generally these platforms must undergo sophisticated calibration routines to estimate extrinsic (sensor-to-sensor rigid body transform) parameters to high degrees of certainty before sensor data may be interpreted and fused. Once fielded, calibration parameters are generally fixed for the lifetime of the platform. However, in many applications these platforms experience gradual changes in calibration parameters due to e.g. non-rigid mounting, accidental bumps and temperature dilation that can change sensor extrinsic parameters. Self-calibration addresses this by inferring extrinsic parameters pertaining to proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors without using a known calibration target or a specific calibration routine. The motivation behind self-calibration is to remove the explicit, tedious, and sometimes nearly impossible calibration procedure from robotic applications and to enable robust long-term autonomous operation. Self-Calibration is an essential part of any long-term robotic system, as such is under constant pressure to increase its accuracy, speed and robustness. A higher speed allows its inclusion into larger systems with extensive subsequent processing (e.g. localization, mapping, object/activity recognition, planning) and its deployment in computationally constrained scenarios (e.g planetary exploration, embedded systems). A robust selfcalibration system should cope with unobservable directions in the parameter space (e.g. due to a nonholonomic platform, measurement noise which makes unobservable parameters appear observable) and changes and drift in calibration parameters. In our previous work [1] we have partially addressed constant-time self-calibration using a priority queue and informative segments. [2] addresses drift and slow changes in calibration parameters by attempting to regress the change point and retroactively correcting the state estimates and in [3] we propose an observability aware framework capable of updating only the observable directions of the parameter space, even in the presence of noisy measurements, which is then used in a reinforcement-learning framework to learn informative motions to be suggested to a human operator. In this paper we leverage some individual aspects of previous works and propose significant novel contributions:
1 A novel formulation for regressing extrinsic calibration parameters which is suitable for integration with any existing Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) system, while being considerably faster than the system used in [1] due to a loosely coupled formulation which optimizes over relative poses instead of jointly over raw sensor measurements. We also propose a novel criteria for adding informative segments to the estimation queue which minimizes the number of times the entire segment queue needs to be optimized. 2 We handle intrinsically degenerate scenarios in noisy nonholonomic systems by only updating the observable directions of the parameter space, demonstrating the necessity and usefulness in a real-world robotic application. 3 Slow changes over arbitrary periods of time are handled by continuously renewing the segment queue by use of time-decay on measurements, this approach is shown to be much more efficient and robust compared to [2] , at the cost of immediate and local accuracy. 4 Integration of the proposed self-calibration system into a real-world robotic platform operating in challenging environments for extended periods of time 2 .
Related Work
Most current techniques for vision-aided inertial navigation use filtering approaches [4, 5, 6] or a smoothing formulation. In either case the estimation is made constant-time by rolling past information into a prior distribution. Filtering methods present the significant drawback of introducing inconsistencies due to linearization errors of past measurements which cannot be corrected post hoc, particularly troublesome for non-linear camera models. Some recent work has tackled these inconsistencies; see, e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10] . The state-of-the-art includes methods to estimate poses and landmarks along with calibration parameters, but these approaches do not output the marginals for the calibration parameters, which are desirable for long-term autonomy applications. The use of a known calibration pattern such as a checkerboard coupled with nonlinear regression has become the most popular method for camera calibration in computer vision during the last decade; it has been deployed both for intrinsic camera calibration [11] and extrinsic calibration between heterogeneous sensors [12] . While being relatively efficient, this procedure still requires expert knowledge to reach a discerning level of accuracy. It can also be quite inconvenient on a mobile platform requiring frequent recalibration (e.g experimental platforms which undergo constant sensor changes). In an effort to automate the process in the context of mobile robotics, several authors have included the calibration problem in a state-space estimation framework, either with filtering [13] or smoothing [14] techniques. Filtering techniques based on the Kalman filter are appealing due to their inherently online nature. However, in case of nonlinear systems, smoothing techniques based on iterative optimization can be superior in terms of accuracy [15] .
Our approach does not rely on formal observability analyses to identify degenerate paths of the calibration run as in [16] , since these approaches still expect non-degenerate excitations.
A last class of methods relies on an energy function to be minimized. For instance, Levinson and Thrun [17] have defined an energy function based on surfaces and Sheehan et al. [18] on an information theoretic quantity measuring point cloud quality.
Methodology
It is common for robotic platforms to have multiple sensors, such as cameras, wheel encoders, IMU. This creates the need to obtain the relative rigid body transform between sensors so that a fused position estimate may be obtained. This is what we refer to as calibration parameters in this work, represented by Θ . There are other calibration parameters which can be estimated, such as camera intrinsics (e.g.focal length, center point, distortion parameters) but these have been found to not vary considerably even in long term operation. Sensor extrinsics however, change frequently (Section 3) and have considerable impact on the resulting position estimation. For these reasons we focus on estimating sensor extrinsics. For camera intrinsic self-calibration refer to [1, 19] . The proposed FastCal algorithm can be divided into three major components, summarized in algorithm 1: 1) Selecting informative segments so as to bound the computation time.
2) Updating only the observable directions of the parameter space. 3) Considering drift in the calibration parameters over time by time-decaying measurements. Figure 2 shows the calibration problem posed as a factor graph, both as a tightly couple problem where the poses, landmarks and calibration parameters are estimated jointly and as a loosely coupled problem where the individual sensor pose-graphs are estimated independently, and the calibration parameters are obtained in a subsequent optimization. The block diagram for a typical SLAM system is also shown, where there is usually an odometry node which provides relative poses. We also focus on creating an algorithm which has as few tuning parameters as possible; the parameters for FastCal are summarized in table 1, the parameters in bold are the ones with highest impact on the performance of the algorithm. 
Problem Formulation
We focus on estimating the sensor-to-sensor SE(3) rigid body transform between two cameras with no co-visible features. The calibration problem can be framed as an optimization problem in a Bayesian estimation framework, by including the calibration parameters in the standard SLAM formulation: Where the estimated parameter µ contains the robot pose (X ), landmarks (L) and calibration (Θ ) parameters. Z in this context are the sensor measurements, such as landmark observations. The advantages of solving the problem in this formulation is leveraging joint information from all measurements, at the price of higher computational complexity since we must solve a larger system comprised of N poses, M landmarks in addition to the calibration parameters. Alternatively, we can leverage the fact that most robotics systems already estimate the reduced state:
for each camera, where X = [x s1 , x s2 , ..., x sn ] the world position for N sensors at time t. Finding the sensor-to-sensor extrinsics can then be posed as an alignment problem, using X as the measurement instead of the landmark observations as in (1) .
This formulation has a few advantages: the least squares solution to (3) is simply a 6 × 6 system (for a single pair of sensors) which can be solved very efficiently and allows for the use of more informative decompositions as will be discussed in 2.3. This formulation also allows for easy integration into an existing SLAM system which already provides the independent sensor position estimates; All that needs to be done is subscribe to the camera positions being estimated and efficiently solve (3).
Informative Segment Selection
We want to benefit from the robustness of offline methods, along with the possibility to deploy our algorithm in an online and long-term setting. To reach this goal, we process small batches of data sequentially and decide to keep them based on their utility for the calibration. Each new batch is merged to the old ones to refine our knowledge about the calibration parameters until we reach a satisfactory level of confidence. This notion was introduced in [19] and extended to multiple sensors in [1] . We briefly explain the informative segment selection into a priority queue, to then introduce our novel metric on adding new batches of measurements. We define the current set of data samples in a priority queue as D in f o = {x 1 , ..., x n } which has led to the posterior marginal density in equation (3)
There are multiple ways of evaluating the usefulness of D candidate : Given the covariance of the estimated calibration parameters Σ Θ , which can be obtained quickly from the solution to (3) by inverting the 6 × 6 information matrix, the entropy of the distribution is then given by h = 1 2 ln|2πeΣ Θ |, where the bars denote the matrix determinant. In [1] , the update criteria was if the entropy h candidate associated to the measurements D candidate was smaller than the worst scoring batch in D in f o by a certain margin, the segment was swapped into the informative segment queue and a new estimate for Θ was obtained by optimizing over all the measurements in the queue. This approach performs well, as shown in [19, 1] , however it causes an excessive number of estimations of the entire priority queue, every time a new candidate segment is swapped in. We propose a different metric on adding batches to the priority queue: a candidate measurement batch is swapped into the queue iff. its entropy beats the worst scoring segment in the priority queue and the rolling candidate window has achieved a local entropy minimum. This ensures that we dont needlessly swap in segments to the priority queue and ensures that we are adding the best possible local window to the queue, not just the one that beat the worst scoring segment. Figure 3 shows on the left the entropy for a rolling window of N = 10 candidate measurements over time, on the right the entropies for the three segments in the priority queue. In the previous formulation the candidate window at time t = 2 has an entropy of 27 which beats segment 2 in the priority queue (with an entropy of 30) and would be swapped in. However by holding off on adding the candidate window to the priority queue, at time t = 5 we notice that the candidate entropy is increasing and as such we have reached a local minimum at t = 4, which is then swapped into the priority queue. This approach reduces the priority queue entropy much faster and leads to quicker convergence on Θ , as well as greatly reducing the number times the priority queue needs to be estimated.
The measurements which are added to each segment are the relative pose measurements generated independently for each sensor (each camera in our case) as shown in Figure 2 . Most information based-approaches add every measurement to the candidate window, and re-estimate the calibration parameter Θ |D candidate , however since most systems can generate relative pose measurements at over 20Hz, the information gain from each new individual measurement is small and results in several evaluations of D candidate . We aim to reduce the number of candidate window evaluations. Instead of adding each new measurement we take a keyframing based approach to self-calibration and accumulate relative pose measurements until the total relative transform reaches a threshold. In our case we use θ k f trans = 0.15m and θ k f rot = 0.1745rad. This results in both much faster convergence and reduces the number of times the candidate window and priority queue need to be estimated.
Observability-Aware Estimation
We wish to reliably estimate the sensor extrinsics even in nonholonomic platforms which can never excite all degrees of freedom, and thus will not render the full calibration parameter space observable. We leverage our insights from [3] to use the Truncated SVD (TSVD) decomposition of the Fischer Information Matrix (FIM) and determine the observable directions in the parameter space, and only update those, even in the presence of noise. This is essential for platforms which, for example, only move on a planar surface and never excite roll, pitch or translation along the direction normal to the ground plane. In these cases the system (3) is ill conditioned and we have to either manually regularize the unobservable directions in order to make the system well conditioned or automatically detect the observable components and only update those directions. This is the approach we take in this work; We argue that manually regularizing explicitly throws away information which could be useful and implicitly biases the solution. Furthermore, by adopting the simplified parameter space, we can perform the SVD decomposition on the FIM very quickly, since it is of reduced size (6 × 6 for a pair of sensors). The least squares solution to (3) is
Where J is the Jacobian matrix, G the measurement covariance matrix obtained from the first step and r the residual. There exists a solution to Eq. (4) iff the FIM is invertible, i.e. it is of full rank. The link between the rank of the FIM and observability of the parameters being estimated is well established in [20] . A singular FIM corresponds to some unobservable directions in the parameter space given the current set of observations. Classical observability analysis, for example the method of Hermann and Krener [21] , proves structural observability-that there exists some dataset for which the parameters are observable-but it does not guarantee that the parameters are observable for any dataset. Using singular-value decomposition (SVD) on the FIM we can identify a numerically rank-deficient matrix by analyzing its singular values and consequently the numerical observability of the system [22] . The numerical rank r of a matrix is defined as the index of the smallest singular value σ r which is larger than a pre-defined tolerance θ ε svd , r = arg max i σ i ≥ θ ε svd . When the noise affecting the matrix entries has the same scale (by using column or row scaling) then the numerical rank can be determined by the singular values. The scaling matrix S can be computed as:
Where ||J(:, n)|| denotes the column norm of the Jacobian matrix, for column n. Specifically we decompose the error covariance matrix G from Eq. (4) into its square root form by using Cholesky decomposition, G −1 = L T L, we can re-write Eq (4) in standard form:(LJ) T (LJ)δΘ = −(LJ) T Lr(Θ ) which are the normal equations for the linear system (LH)δΘ = −Lr(Θ ). Thus we can directly use a rank-revealing decomposition to estimate the numerical rank of the FIM, and consequently the numerical observability of the system. Let (LJ) be a m × n matrix with the following SVD decomposition:
where U is m × n and orthogonal, S = diag(ς 1 , ..., ς i ) the singular values and V an n × n matrix, also orthogonal. From Eq. (6) and the orthogonality of U and V we can solve (4) as
Specifically, according to [22] , we can efficiently obtain the update as:
where u and v are the colmn vectors of U and V. This allows us to only update the observable directions of the parameter space and maintain the other directions at their initial value. Establishing the value of ε to use is specific to the amount of noise expected in the measurements and is treated in Section 3.
Drift Correction
In order to correct for the inevitable drift over time on the calibration parameters due to physical shocks, maintenance, etc. We adopt a simpler strategy than what was used in [2] ; We associate a exponential time-decay with each batch in the priority queue Din f o. This is done by using a exponential distribution
Which has an expectation E = λ −1 , so we see that the parameter λ in (9) encodes the expected time that a set of measurements remains informative. There are several potential methods for selecting this parameter in practice, among them class-conditional learning could use machine learning techniques to learn class-conditional decay rates for certain environments (e.g. a warehouse where things move around a lot vs. a building where things rarely change). In this paper we set the decay rate λ to a value empirically shown to balance continuously refreshing segments and number of priority queue estimations. Our experimental setup consists of a robotic platform (Figure 1 ) designed to transport material autonomously in warehouses, deployed in diverse real-world scenarios. This is an example of a challenging long term autonomy deployment in adverse industrial scenarios, with constrained resources and subject to physical impacts. It proves to be an excellent test-bed for the proposed FastCal algorithm which integrates into the SLAM module seamlessly by subscribing to sensor pose updates and registering a calibration update callback. The robotic platform is equipped with two pairs of global shutter stereo camera pairs, one facing forward and one facing backward, with no overlapping field of view. We focus on estimating the front-to-back camera extrinsics, given an initial rough guess obtained with a measuring tape. We implement the proposed FastCal algorithm in C++, utilizing the parameters defined in Table 1 . We wish to assess how often and by how much the extrinsics parameters actually change in practice. For that end we run FastCal on the robot for a period of 14 days. In this time the robot was subject to cargo loads up to 150kg, was transported in a truck, had it's front bumper removed and re-attached due to maintenance reasons and finally suffered one accidental head-first collision while on joystick mode. These circumstances provide valuable data points on the usefulness and necessity of a robust self-calibration algorithm. [1] . The novel criteria on adding segments to the queue, coupled with the keyframing on measurements results in a much faster reduction in entropy and thus convergence on the calibration parameters.
Experiments and Results

Conclusion
In this paper we presented a low time complexity extrinsics self-calibration algorithm that uses an information theoretic measure to add only the most locally informative measurement batches to the estimation queue, the work from [1] is improved upon by leveraging novel queue update techniques which drastically reduce the time it takes to converge on the calibration parameters. We have leveraged truncated SVD/QR decomposition to deal with unobservable directions and operate on nonholonomic platforms, similar to the algorithm presented in [3] , however not applied to reinforcement learning and user motion suggestions, but to calibrating nonholonomic robotic platforms. Finally, we have incorporated time-decay as a mechanism to address drift in calibration parameters. We draw from the lessons learned from [2] to implement a simpler, more effective mechanism of dealing with drift. We have evaluated the proposed system in a variety of long term scenarios spanning 15 days and over 120km driven and shown that it can be used as a low-overhead add-on to existing perception systems, while achieving similar accuracy to off-line calibration techniques. Our principal goal was to develop a robust, low time complexity self-calibration algorithm for sensor extrinsics, and show its usefulness in practical long term robotic applications. We have shown that through the decoupling of the estimation problem into two steps, and selectively adding new segments to the priority queue we are able to achieve robust and accurate calibration results with minimal compute overhead. An argument could be made that calibration parameters do not vary enough to justify the addition of self-calibration, but we argue that for true long-term autonomy applications, robust self-calibration is essential, as even in relatively short experiments there was significant change in sensor extrinsics.
